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Ergot alkaloids are toxins and important pharmaceuticals that are
produced biotechnologically on an industrial scale. The first com-
mitted step of ergot alkaloid biosynthesis is catalyzed by dimethy-
lallyl tryptophan synthase (DMATS; EC 2.5.1.34). Orthologs of
DMATS are found in many fungal genomes. We report here the
x-ray structure of DMATS, determined at a resolution of 1.76 Å. A
complex of DMATS from Aspergillus fumigatus with its aromatic
substrate L-tryptophan and with an analogue of its isoprenoid
substrate dimethylallyl diphosphate reveals the structural basis of
this enzyme-catalyzed Friedel-Crafts reaction, which shows strict
regiospecificity for position 4 of the indole nucleus of tryptophan
as well as unusual independence of the presence of Mg2� ions. The
3D structure of DMATS belongs to a rare �/� barrel fold, called
prenyltransferase barrel, that was recently discovered in a small
group of bacterial enzymes with no sequence similarity to DMATS.
These bacterial enzymes catalyze the prenylation of aromatic
substrates in the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites (i.e., a
reaction similar to that of DMATS).

EC 2.5.1.34 � ergot alkaloids � PT barrel � ABBA prenyltransferase

The ergot alkaloids are among the most important natural
pharmaceuticals and toxins in human history (1). Ergots are

resting structures (sclerotia) of certain fungi that parasitize ears of
grain. The medicinal uses of ergots may date back to 600 B.C. in
Mesopotamia (now Iraq) (2) and were certainly well described in
the 16th century (3). Both the natural ergot alkaloids and their
semisynthetic derivatives are in widespread use in modern medicine
and exhibit a broad spectrum of pharmacological activities, includ-
ing uterotonic activity, modulation of blood pressure, control of the
secretion of pituitary hormones, migraine prevention, and dopa-
minergic and neuroleptic activities (4). Ingestion of ergot-infected
grass or grains caused severe epidemics in the Middle Ages in
Europe, both in humans and in animals, and ergot-infested grasses
continue to produce serious epidemics in livestock today (1, 5). The
fame of ergot alkaloids is also attributable to the potent halluci-
nogenic activity of lysergic acid diethylamide, originally reported by
Stoll and Hofmann (6).

The ergot alkaloids, which are characterized by the ergoline
ring system (Fig. 1), can be divided into 2 major classes: the
amides of lysergic acid, which are produced by plant-associated
fungi of the family Clavicipitaceae, and the clavine alkaloids,
which are primarily produced by members of the fungal order
Eurotiales such as Aspergillus fumigatus, currently the most
common agent of invasive mycosis in humans (7).

The first committed step in ergot alkaloid biosynthesis is the
prenylation of L-tryptophan, catalyzed by the 4-dimethylallyl tryp-
tophan synthase (DMATS; E.C. 2.5.1.34) (Fig. 1). The enzyme was
initially described from Claviceps in 1971 (8) and, later on, was
purified to apparent homogeneity (9, 10). It is a soluble ho-
modimeric protein with an apparent molecular weight of �105
kDa. In sharp contrast to other prenyltransferases (PTs) such as

farnesyl diphosphate synthase (11, 12), DMATS does not require
magnesium or other divalent cations for its enzymatic activity,
although addition of 4 mM CaCl2 moderately increases its reaction
velocity (10). The structural gene coding for DMATS in Claviceps,
termed dmaW, was identified by Tsai et al. (13). A similar gene,
fgaPT2, exists in the biosynthetic gene cluster of fumigaclavine, in
the genome sequence of A. fumigatus. Expression of the DMATS
sequence from A. fumigatus (hereafter referred to as FgaPT2) as a
his-tagged protein yielded the initial enzyme of ergot alkaloid
biosynthesis. This enzyme was characterized in homogeneous form
after heterologous expression (14). A very similar enzyme was later
described from the fungus Malbranchea aurantiaca (15), and or-
thologs of DMATS have been found in many other fungal genomes.

Recently, several enzymes with sequence similarity to DMATS
have been cloned from fungal genomes and were expressed,
purified, and biochemically characterized, as reviewed by Steffan et
al. (16). These enzymes show different substrate specificities,
catalyzing the prenylation of tryptophan or derivatives thereof. In
addition, they exhibit different regiospecificities because they can
attach the prenyl group to different carbons or to the nitrogen atom
of the indole nucleus. Furthermore, the prenyl group can be
attached via its C-1 (‘‘regular prenylation’’) or its C-3 (‘‘reverse
prenylation’’).

The fungal indole PTs are key enzymes in the biosynthesis of a
fascinating array of structurally diverse prenylated indole alkaloids
in fungi (17). Currently, BLAST searches reveal more than 100
entries with sequence similarity to DMATS in the database. The
fungal indole PTs that have been biochemically investigated show
remarkable flexibility for their aromatic substrates, and these
enzymes may be of considerable interest for chemoenzymatic
synthesis of bioactive compounds (16).

Although the crystallization of DMATS from Claviceps was
reported in 1981 (18), no structure of an indole PT has been
determined. We now report the crystallization and x-ray structural
analysis of FgaPT2, the enzyme catalyzing the first committed step
of ergot alkaloid biosynthesis in A. fumigatus. Unexpectedly, the
structure of this enzyme was found to belong to a very rare ß/�
barrel fold, called PT fold (19). This fold has only recently been
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discovered in a group of bacterial enzymes that also catalyze the
prenylation of aromatic substrates but do not show detectable
primary sequence similarity to the fungal indole PTs (20, 21).

Results and Discussion
Determination of the Structure of the DMATS FgaPT2. The crystal
structure of unliganded FgaPT2 was determined at 1.76 Å resolu-
tion with the use of single-wavelength anomalous dispersion and
noncrystallographic symmetry averaging [supporting information
(SI), Table S1]. A ternary complex containing both substrates was
prepared by incubating an FgaPT2 crystal for 15 min at 4 °C with
3 mM L-tryptophan and with 2 mM dimethylallyl S-thiolodiphos-
phate (DMSPP). DMSPP serves as an analogue to the natural
substrate, dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP). The structure of
the ternary complex was then determined to a resolution of 2.2 Å
by molecular replacement using rigid body refinement of the
unliganded structure. Initial difference electron density maps
clearly revealed the presence of both ligands in the complex
structure and also showed that a number of side chains in the active
site had rearranged in response to the presence of the ligands.
Crystallographic refinement of both structures yielded models that
possess low free R-factors, excellent stereochemistry, and small rms
deviations from ideal values for bond lengths and bond angles
(Table S2).

Overall 3D Architecture of DMATS. The 3D structure of FgaPT2 (Fig.
2) consists of a single domain, formed by a central barrel of 10
antiparallel �-strands that are surrounded with a ring of solvent-
exposed �-helices. The fold is first reminiscent of the TIM barrel,
the most common protein fold in the database. However, TIM
barrels are constructed from (usually 8) parallel �-strands (Fig. S1),
and are therefore not structurally homologous to FgaPT2. A DALI

search (22) for structurally related proteins revealed the bacterial
enzyme NphB (formerly called Orf2) as the only significant match
(z � 16.5). NphB is involved in the biosynthesis of the secondary
metabolite naphterpin (19) and, remarkably, catalyzes an aromatic
prenylation reaction similar to that of FgaPT2. The comparison of
the structures of FgaPT2 and NphB (Fig. S1) clearly demonstrates
that both proteins share a common architecture, which has been
called PT barrel in the case of NphB (19). However, with 459
residues, FgaPT2 is significantly larger than the 307-residue–
containing NphB. The additional residues account for extended
loop regions and extra �-helices in FgaPT2 (Fig. S1).

The FgaPT2 and NphB structures both contain 5 structurally
similar repeating units, which can be described as ���� repeats
(Fig. S1). The 2 �-helices pack tightly against the 2 �-strand units
in each repeat, forming a hydrophobic core. Superposition shows
that the core regions of the 5 repeats agree reasonably well with
each other, mostly at positions that contribute to the hydrophobic
core in each repeat, whereas the connecting regions exhibit signif-
icant diversity. FgaPT2 has an additional N-terminal �-helix,
whereas NphB shows an extra C-terminal helix (Fig. S1). A
reasonable superposition of the structures of FgaPT2 and NphB,
with low rms values, can be achieved based on the �-strands alone.
Including the helices drastically increases the rms value.

In the common TIM barrel fold, the central barrel is completely
filled with hydrophobic residues, contributing to the stability of the
protein framework. Substrate binding and catalysis are achieved by
structurally diverse loop regions without defined secondary struc-
ture. In sharp contrast, the structure of FgaPT2, like that of NphB,
displays a larger solvent-filled central barrel. The substrates are
bound in the center of this barrel (Fig. 2), and nearly all amino acids
that interact with the substrates are part of the �-strands (Fig. S2).
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Fig. 1. Reaction catalyzed by DMATS, and structures of ergot alkaloids.
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Structural Basis for the Reaction Mechanism of DMATS. The reaction
catalyzed by DMATS is an electrophilic alkylation, or Friedel-
Crafts alkylation, of an aromatic ring (23, 24). The structure of
FgaPT2, complexed with its natural aromatic substrate L-
tryptophan, provides an excellent platform for understanding the
mechanism of an enzyme-catalyzed Friedel-Crafts alkylation. In
organic synthesis, Friedel-Crafts alkylations are usually carried out
with alkyl halides. Friedel-Crafts catalysts like AlCl3 are required to
lower the energy barrier for carbocation formation from the alkyl
halides. In the DMATS reaction, the energy barrier for carbocation
formation from DMAPP is strongly lowered by tight interactions of
the diphosphate-leaving group of DMAPP with a large number of
amino acid residues (Fig. 3A). In the complex of FgaPT2 with the
substrate analogue DMSPP, the positive charges of R100, R257,
and R404, as well as those of K187 and K259, negate the negative
charges of the diphosphate group, and the oxygen atoms form
hydrogen bonds with Y189, Y261, Y345, Y409, Y413, and Q343.
The comparison with the unliganded FgaPT2 structure (Fig. 3D)
also shows that many of the side chains contacting the substrates,
particularly the residues that interact with the pyrophosphate group
of DMSPP, are facing away from each other in the unbound
FgaPT2 and swing into place only once the ligands are present.

Once the planar allylic carbocation is formed, it is strongly
stabilized by cation-� interactions with 2 aromatic rings that are
contributed by the substrate tryptophan on one side and the side
chain of Y345 on the other side. The reactivity of the indole nucleus
toward electrophilic substitution is probably significantly enhanced
by a hydrogen bond between the indole N-H and the carboxylate
group of E89 (Fig. 3C), which is located in a predominantly
hydrophobic environment. As shown in Fig. 4, this hydrogen bond
likely serves to reduce the positive charge of the intermediary
�-complex. Notably, the presence of a basic residue that could
accept the hydrogen from the indole N-H had been predicted in
early biochemical investigations of DMATS (23). The importance
of the hydrogen bond with E89 is underlined by the fact that
methylation of the ring nitrogen of tryptophan, as well as replace-
ment of the ring nitrogen with sulfur, dramatically reduces or even
abolishes the prenylation reaction catalyzed by DMATS. In con-
trast, methylations in position 5, 6, or 7 interfere much less with the
reaction (9, 25).

The reactive carbocation generated from DMAPP must be
prevented from reacting with water or other nucleophiles. In

DMATS, this is achieved by the side chains of 5 tyrosine residues
that shield the reactive carbocation from the solvent: Y189, Y261,
Y345, Y398, and Y413.

The diphosphate group is dissociating from one side of DMAPP,
leaving a planar dimethylallyl cation. The indole moiety then
approaches from the opposite side, forming the new bond. This
orientation of the 2 substrates in the active site readily provides the
structural basis for the inversion of the configuration at C-1 of
DMAPP in the DMATS reaction, which was proved earlier by
studies with isotope-labeled precursors (26).

FgaPT2 prenylates the indole moiety with strict regiospecificity
for C-4, whereas other fungal PTs show regiospecificity for posi-
tions 1, 2, 3, or 7 of the indole moiety (16, 27). In 1976, Lee et al.
(9) pointed out that based on their chemical reactivity, positions 2,
5, and 7 of the indole nucleus would be the preferred sites for
electrophilic substitution. The architecture of the active site now
provides a rationale for the observed regiospecificity of the
DMATS reaction for C-4. In addition to the hydrogen bond
between the indole N-H and the E89 carboxylate group, the
substrate tryptophan is firmly held in place via additional hydrogen
bonds to the side chains of residues Y191 and R244 and to the main
chain atoms of I80 and L81 (Fig. 3C). The distances from the C-1
atom of the dimethylallyl cation to the carbons 2 and 3 and to the
ring nitrogen (position 1) of the indole ring system range from
4.7–5.3 Å. In contrast, the distances to the carbons 4, 5, 6, and 7
range from 3.5–3.9 Å, favoring a reaction at this part of the indole
ring system. In comparison, a distance of 3.2 Å (between C-1 of the
dimethylallyl group and the C-3–C-4 double bond in isopentenyl
diphosphate) has been reported for the active center of farnesyl
diphosphate synthase (11). A distance of 4 Å between C-1 of
geranyl diphosphate and the aromatic substrate was reported for
NphB by Kuzuyama et al. (19). These authors postulated that after
cleavage of carbon-oxygen bond to the rigidly fixed pyrophosphate
group, the allylic cation rotates toward the aromatic acceptor
molecule. A similar movement may occur in the FgaPT2 reaction.

The regiospecificity of DMATS for prenylation at C-4 of the
indole nucleus rather than at C-7, which is chemically more reactive
and prenylated by another fungal indole PT (28), may be explained
by steric constraints that do not allow the formation of a �-complex
with the dimethylallyl group at this position and also not at C-5 or
C-6 (Fig. S3). Furthermore, the amino group of K174 appears to be

Fig. 2. Stereo drawing showing the 3D architecture of FgaPT2. The structure is shown as a ribbon drawing, with the 10 �-strands colored yellow and the remaining
residuescoloredgreen.The ligandsL-tryptophanandDMSPPaswellas residuesthatcontact themviahydrogenbondsorsaltbridgesareshownasball-and-stickmodels,
with the following color code: nitrogen, blue; oxygen, red; phosphate, gray, and sulfur, yellow. Carbon atoms are green (FgaPT2), blue (L-tryptophan), and orange
(DMSPP). Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges between protein and ligand atoms are represented with dashed red lines. Secondary structure elements are numbered. N
and C denote the N-terminus and C-terminus, respectively.
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perfectly placed to abstract a proton from the �-complex at C-4
(Fig. 3D and Fig. S4).

Trans-prenyldiphosphate synthases such as farnesyl diphosphate
synthase (11) bind their isoprenyl diphosphate substrates in the form of
Mg2� complexes. The Mg2� ion is coordinated by oxygens of the

pyrophosphate group and by aspartate residues of prototypical
(N/D)DxxD motifs of the PTs, lowering the energy barrier for
carbocation formation (11). In contrast, neither the bacterial aro-
matic PT NphB nor FgaPT2 contains the (N/D)DxxD motif. Yet,
the reaction catalyzed by NphB is still dependent on Mg2�, and

Fig. 3. Active center of FgaPT2 and comparison with the NphB active site. (A) View of the DMSPP in the active site of FgaPT2. Side chains binding the pyrophosphate
areshown. (B)ViewoftheactivesiteofNphB.Sidechainsbindingthepyrophosphateareshown. (C)Viewoftheresidues intheactivesiteofFgaPT2formingthebinding
pocket for L-tryptophan and the dimethylallyl chain of DMSPP. (D) Active site residues in liganded and unliganded (gray) FgaPT2 undergoing conformational changes
upon ligand binding. Dashed red lines show contacts/hydrogen bonds with less than 3.2 Å.

Fig. 4. Hypothetical reaction mechanism for DMATS.
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analysis of the NphB crystal structure has revealed that the mag-
nesium ion is indeed located in the active site (Fig. 3B), forming
contacts with an oxygen of the diphosphate group, with water
molecules, and with 1 aspartic acid carboxylate (19). The reaction
of DMATS, in contrast, is independent of Mg2�. The superimpo-
sition of the PT barrel structures of NphB and DMATS shows that
the diphosphate moiety is localized in a very similar position in both
enzymes. However, the positively charged Mg2� ion in the structure
of NphB is replaced by the positively charged side chain of R100,
which presumably serves a similar function in FgaPT2.

Because the genuine aromatic substrate of NphB is unknown,
this enzyme was structurally characterized using the nonnatural
substrate 1,6-dihydroxynaphthalene (19), which is prenylated only
with low catalytic efficiency (kcat/km � 7.7 s�1 M�1, in contrast to
46,250 s�1 M�1 calculated for the prenylation of tryptophan by
FgaPT2) (14, 29). We note that the aromatic substrates of NphB
and FgaPT2 lie in somewhat different positions (Fig. 3). This might
explain the lower catalytic efficiency observed for NphB.

Comparison of DMATSs from Different Fungal Species. FgaPT2 from
A. fumigatus exhibits 64%, 62%, and 55% sequence identity to the
DMATs MaPT from M. aurantiaca (15), DmaW-Cs from a plant-
associated clavicipitacean species (30), and DmaW-Cp from Clavi-
ceps purpurea P1 (31), respectively. These 3 enzymes catalyze the
same reaction as FgaPT2. Remarkably, all amino acids involved in
the coordination of the pyrophosphate moiety in FgaPT2, in the
shielding of the allylic cation, in the binding of the aromatic
substrate tryptophan, and in the postulated abstraction of the
proton from the �-complex are strictly conserved in all 4 enzymes
(Fig. S2). Therefore, the conclusions for the mechanism of the
reaction drawn from the structure of FgaPT2 are likely to be valid
for these other DMATS orthologs as well. Of particular relevance
in this regard is the enzyme DmaW-Cp, from the fungal strain that
is used for the industrial production of ergot alkaloids (1, 5).

Mutagenesis of FgaPT2. In a previous study (32), lysine residues
K187 and K259 of FgaPT2 were mutated to glutamates. The
mutation resulted in a �97% reduction of enzymatic activity,
confirming the importance of these residues for catalysis. Analysis
of the structure now shows that these 2 residues directly coordinate
the pyrophosphate moiety (Fig. 3A), and their replacement with
glutamate would therefore interfere with pyrophosphate binding.
Mutation of R257, which also contacts the pyrophosphate group
(Fig. 3 A and D), to glycine had resulted in a �95% reduction of the
enzyme activity (32), probably for the same reason. Additional
mutagenesis experiments have been performed previously in the
homologous enzyme MaPT of M. aurantiaca. Exchange of T105
and D180 to valine resulted in enzymes that retained only 11% and
7%, respectively, of their original activity (15). The corresponding
residues in FgaPT2, T102, and D178, are not directly involved in
substrate binding; however, they are located in the active site of the
enzyme, in close vicinity to the substrates. Most likely, their
exchange to valine leads to structural rearrangements that indirectly
affect the enzymatic activity. Both residues are conserved in the 4
orthologs of DMATS (Fig. S2).

The structure of FgaPT2 now suggested that, in addition to K187
and K259 mentioned previously, R100 plays an important role in
the binding of the pyrophosphate moiety. We therefore mutated
this residue to either aspartate or glutamine, and these mutations
indeed reduced the activity by 95% and 99.6%, respectively. Fur-
thermore, our structural investigations suggested that E89 plays a
crucial role in the reaction mechanism of FgaPT2 (Fig. 4). When
we mutated E89 to alanine, activity was lost completely. These
results of mutational studies are consistent with the hypotheses on
the reaction mechanisms that we derived from the structure of
FgaPT2.

Mutation of K174 to glutamine resulted in a 60% loss of activity
(average of 4 independent mutants, range: 50.0–68.8% loss). The

glutamine side chain can act as a hydrogen bond acceptor but is not
ionizable under physiologic conditions, and it is therefore unlikely
to abstract a proton from L-Trp directly. Compared with lysine, the
glutamine side chain is also shorter by 1 Å. The observation that the
K174Q mutant is still partially active can be explained by a water
molecule that is likely to fill the extra space. This water would be
polarized as a result of its position next to the negative charge of the
L-Trp carboxylate group, and therefore would be able to accept a
proton from the �-complex. Mutation of K174 to glutamate re-
sulted in a 97.7% loss of activity. The K174E mutation introduces
a further negative charge and is likely to cause larger structural
changes at the active site, explaining the lower activity compared
with K174Q.

Comparison of DMATS with Fungal Indole PTs of Different Regiospeci-
ficity. Several enzymes with sequence similarity to DMATS that
prenylate tryptophan (or derivatives thereof) with different regio-
specificities have been identified and, in some cases, catalyze
‘‘reverse’’ prenylations (i.e., attach the C-3 of the dimethylallyl
moiety to the aromatic nucleus). These enzymes include 7-DMATS
(catalyzing a regular prenylation at C-7 of the indole moiety),
FtmPT1 (regular prenylation at C-2), FtmPT2 (regular prenylation
at the ring nitrogen), CdpNPT (reverse prenylation at the ring
nitrogen), FgaPT1 (reverse prenylation at C-2), and AnaPT (re-
verse prenylation at C-3), (16, 27). We have generated structure-
based alignments of each of these enzymes with FgaPT2. These
confirmed the results of a previously published alignment of these
proteins (33) and revealed strict conservation of most residues
involved in the coordination of the pyrophosphate moiety [i.e.,
R100, K187, Y189, R257, K259, Y409, Y413 (numbering according
to FgaPT2)] in all the mentioned enzymes. Therefore, the posi-
tioning of the pyrophosphate moiety is likely to be identical in all
these proteins. Likewise, E89 was strictly conserved in all enzymes,
indicating that the interaction of the indole N-H with the
carboxylate group of E89 may be essential for the catalytic activity
of all these PTs. Finally, 4 tyrosine residues that we suggested to
shield the reactive carbocation from water (i.e., Y261 and Y345 as
well as Y189 and Y413 mentioned previously) are strictly conserved
in each of the named enzymes.

Structural analysis suggested that K174 may be important for the
regiospecificity of FgaPT2 for prenylation at C-4 of the indole
moiety (Fig. 4). Notably, K174 is conserved in none of the 6 other
indole PTs with different regiospecificity than FgaPT2. These
enzymes carry valine, leucine, phenylalanine, or threonine residues
in the position corresponding to K174 of FgaPT2. Also, the 4 amino
acids of FgaPT2, which anchor the polar side chain of the substrate
L-tryptophan (I80, L81, Y191 and R244), are not conserved in the
5 other enzymes mentioned.

Therefore, different orientations of the indole moiety in the
active center, and possibly different positions of residues that can
abstract a proton from the intermediary �-complex, may be re-
sponsible for the different regiospecificities of indole PTs.

A Common Architecture of Aromatic PTs in Bacteria and Fungi. As
described previously (Fig. S1), FgaPT2 and the bacterial enzyme
NphB (19) share the same PT barrel fold. This fold is believed to
be the common framework of a small family of enzymes called
ABBA PTs (20). Currently, 10 bacterial members of this family are
found in the database, all from the genus Streptomyces, and 5 of
these have been investigated biochemically (19, 29, 34–36). Four
additional members of the ABBA family have been identified in
fungal genomes, but their function is not yet known (20). The
ABBA PTs are soluble enzymes that catalyze aromatic prenylation
reactions (i.e., Friedel-Crafts alkylations) but do not show the
(N/D)DxxD motifs typical of many other PTs, and with the single
exception of NphB, they do not require Mg2� or other divalent
cations to function. These characteristics resemble those of the
fungal indole PTs, as noted already when the initial member of the
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ABBA family was discovered (34). Yet, no significant similarity can
be detected between the amino acid sequences of both enzyme
groups. A structure-based alignment of FgaPT2 (459 aa) with
NphB (307 aa) reveals only 9% identity and 29% similarity between
both proteins (Fig. S5). This presents a striking example of the
conservation of a 3D structure in proteins of similar function but
with highly diverging primary sequence in evolutionary distant taxa.

The PT barrel fold of FgaPT2 and NphB is entirely different
from the all–�-helical structure of farnesyl diphosphate synthase
(12) and from the structure of cis-polyprenyl diphosphate synthases
(37), which, like FgaPT2 and NphB, do not contain an (N/D)DxxD
motif. Likewise, this fold bears no resemblance to the recently
suggested structures of the membrane-bound aromatic PTs UbiA
and LePGT1, which catalyze the 3-prenylation of 4-hydroxybenzo-
ate (38, 39). FgaPT2 and NphB are composed of ���� structural
elements (Fig. S1). A DALI search in the protein structure data-
base did not reveal the presence of this element in other proteins
from which both FgaPT2 and NphB might have evolved indepen-
dently. This favors the hypothesis that the common architecture of
FgaPT2 and NphB arises from a common origin of the 2 enzymes
rather than from a convergent evolution.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression, Purification, and Crystallization. His-tagged FgaPT2 was
purified as described by Steffan et al. (25). The N-terminal His-tag was removed
by incubating with 0.1 units of thrombin (Sigma) per milligram of FgaPT2 for 15 h
at 4 °C. After dialysis, the protein was first passed over a 1-mL Benzamidine
Sepharose 4 Fast Flow column (Amersham Biosciences) to remove thrombin and
then applied to Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) to remove remnants of the tag. The
protein was then concentrated to 5 mL using an Amicon Centriprep YM-10

concentrator (Millipore), passed through a 0.2-�m filter, and applied to a Super-
dex 200 HiLoad 26/60 gelfiltration column (GE Healthcare). The column was
eluted with 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, and 2 mM DTT. Fractions
containing pure FgaPT2 were pooled, diluted 1:2 with 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)
and 2 mM DTT and concentrated to 15 mg mL�1 before crystallization. Crystals
were grown by vapor diffusion at 4 °C by mixing 2 �L of the protein solution and
1 �L of precipitant [26% (vol/vol) 1,3-butanediol, 50 mM sodium L-lactate, 100
mM sodium 3-morpholino-2-hydroxypropanesulfonic acid (MOPSO) (pH 7.0), 2
mM DTT]. Heavy atom derivative was obtained by soaking crystals for 6 h at 4 °C
in 10 mM uranyl nitrate. In all cases, 15–25% (vol/vol) glycerol was used as a
cryoprotectant.

Data Collection and Structure Determination. The FgaPT2 crystals belong to
space group P212121 (a � 80.1 Å, b � 98.8 Å, c � 125.6 Å) and contain 2 molecules
in the asymmetric unit. Data for the native FgaPT2 crystals were collected at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility beamline ID14–4 in Grenoble, France,
using the Quantum 315r detector (Area Detector Systems Corporation). Data for
the uranyl derivative were collected on a rotating anode generator equipped
with a Mar345 imaging plate detector, whereas data from the ternary complex
resulted from data collection at Swiss Light Source beamline X06SA in Villigen,
Switzerland. All diffraction data were recorded at 100 K. The methods for data
analysis are described in SI Text.

Mutagenesis. Mutations were introduced into the fgaPT2 sequence with the
QuikChange II Kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
proteins were expressed and purified as described previously, and the enzymatic
activity was determined as described by Steffan et al. (25).
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